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There are two kinds of people in the world. The 1st Type wants to be 
left alone while the 2nd Type will NEVER leave you alone.

Welcome to our 2nd Issue of The White Rose Ireland Newsletter! Since October 1976, both 
the Irish Government and the Media have downplayed the importance of The President of 
Ireland's role. This has been a deliberate onslaught of propaganda, which led the public to 
believe the role is of no significance in Ireland. How wrong the people were. If you would 
like to know why Michael D. Higgins is your Daddy, as well as find out what he done on 
20th of March 2020, visit: www.whiteroseireland.com/judicialcrimes.

The Irish public are completely in the dark about this inhumane sociopath. Both the media 
and the general public have made fun of the position and especially after this little inno-
cent and frail five foot three inch ‘leprechaun’, who wouldn’t harm even a fly was re-elected. 
What did he care? He was going to be on a salary of €566,448 euro per year for another 7 
years. Also, looks can be deceiving. Put him alongside North Korea’s dictator ‘Kim Jong Un’, 
who controls 25.5 million people under Communism and Michael D. Higgins is only an 
inch shorter than him. Make a fool out of the 'President of Ireland' position, then elect the 
fool who can be easily controlled! Just because they wear a white coat or an expensive suit, 
doesn't mean you are not dealing with a monster.

Michael D. Higgins

Who is Your Daddy and What Does He Do?

The Fourth Reich 
Restrictions in place: 

379 Days

12th March 2020:
“14 Days to flatten the 

curve......”

Why is there No Debate on RTE against Restrictions?

Dee Forbes (CEO of RTE)

RTE is the state broadcaster of which the People of Ireland have a 100% 
shareholding in. The taxpayers dump more money into RTE each year than  
it gets from advertising revenue and yet the mass censorship of the people 
that crawls out of this rat infested corporation, ensures it continues to rule 
our minds. Would this bonus 'handshake' occur in any other corporation 
on the planet? i.e., put more money into the corporation than you get out!

If RTE represents the People of Ireland, why is there no debate on RTE 
with qualified professionals who disagree with restrictions? This censorship 
on debate comes down to just one simple truth. If you tell the truth about 
restrictions, there is no lie that can make the public believe otherwise. The 
control of information is fundamental when a government is stripping
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you of all your 30 basic human rights and the state media is the PRIMARY WEAPON a government uses to do it. Nazi 
Germany under Adolf Hitler used it. Joseph Stalin under Communism used it. When you don't control the informa-
tion the public become educated and informed. No real journalism - you have no country. If you would like to know 
more about why there is no debate on RTE, visit the following link @ www.whiteroseireland.com/politicalcrimes. 
Just because they wear a white coat or an expensive suit, doesn't mean you are not dealing with a monster.

While the People of Ireland gorged themselves on their couches following American politics from March 2020 during 
the US Presidential Election, their own basic human rights were being stripped from them within their own country, 
in secret by their own government. The Irish Government were only delighted to see the naive Irish follow the Joe 
Biden vs Donald Trump campaigns. Both of these individuals are multi-millionaires and billionaires respectively,

What Are The Irish Government Plans For The Next 3 Months?



Joe Biden
Wealth: $9 million

and do not care whether you have food to feed your fami-
ly. If you ring either of them up and ask them for help, will 
they send you a 'food package'?

Ask the People of Ireland to name the individuals who are 
ruining their lives in Ireland and you will get no answer. 
But ask them about American Politics, and they will 
demand you listen to their rhetoric - supporting whatev-
er side they have been fed lies or truth on. Upside down 
world.

To find out about this blueprint for the world go to the following 
link @ www.whiteroseireland.com/trustmeagain, and look 
at the first video you find on the page. It's quite horrifying that 
the Israeli citizens are going along with these restrictions on 
their lives. It's as if Nazi Germany never happened. Government 
media propaganda is the most powerful weapon and it clearly 
shows how powerful it has become in Israel.

We could feature some events within this newsletter about the 
video, but seeing is believing. You would not believe us, if we 
even began to cover these features of the video here. The Irish 
Government is NOT your friend and they've planned misery for 
you and your family indefinitely. They are NEVER going to let 
you be free no matter what restrictions you follow.

Donald Trump
Wealth: $2 Billion

What you can be sure of though is, both men are worth a lot more than what the media make them about to be worth. 
Tax havens are a luxury a normal person doesn't ever need to avail of with their finances. 

The Irish Government is NOT Your Friend
If you would like to know what the Irish Government has 

planned for its citizens over the next 3 months, you need only 
watch the events unfolding in Israel. This is the blueprint for 

the governments of the whole world.

It's quite astonishing that the one country that suffered perse-
cution under Nazi Germany when 6 million Jews were mur-

dered, is the same country that is leading the way in prepping 
the citizens of the world for Communism! Professional propa-
ganda campaigns for decades has led the youth to believe that 

the Israeli Government is operating in their best interests.

This is happening right now in Israel

Israel - This Never Happened In Nazi Germany

4th July Independence Day Party
When you were in school the one thing you should have learned -  is 
to never negotiate with a bully. No matter what you do for them they 

will ALWAYS push the boundaries to see how far they can go. The same 
applies to the Irish Government. You cannot negotiate with the Irish Gov-

ernment. They are a bully and they will NEVER let you be free. The In-
dependence Day Party on 4th of July 2021, will see the People of Ireland 
gather in Dublin City Centre, to celebrate their Independence from the 

Irish Government. It is NOT a protest. It will be exactly like the gathering, 
when the People of Ireland met the Irish Team in Dublin City Centre, 

after returning home from Italia 1990. The 4th of July 2021 Independence 
Day Party will be the biggest party we've ever had. For more information 

go to: www.whiteroseireland.com/independenceday. We're going to 
show the world how to really throw a party!

Italia 1990 Dublin City Centre



How much is that doggie in the window, 
the one with the waggly tail?

It’s got a Prisoner Police State Number (PPS) attached to its ear.
and can only run within 5k because of false propaganda and fear.

Its masters won’t allow it to play outside in the garden, 
because the cunning Covid follows it around all day.

And the doggie with its PPS Tag holds out its paws in handcuffs,
for the money its masters give it to stop it and its pups from play.

Look into the eyes of any innocent child you know of,
it’s got the same PPS dog tag wrapped around its neck.

While the adults receive their weekly 30 pieces of silver, 
that child will ultimately die prematurely a stressed out wreck.

When you take your weekly 30 pieces of silver, 
know that the reason behind the PUP is all fake.

And when your new leader from China controls when and where you can travel to,
you’ll know the 30 pieces of silver were NEVER about a virus outbreak.

If you believe doing nothing for the past 12 months is good for you,
maybe you’re better off dead and not been born at all.

Because being under the control of someone else’s stick, 
ensures you’ve NOTHING to offer humanity as a rag doll.

All the Covid parents in Ireland see their kids off to school in the morning,
who’ll work harder at school than they’ll do all day.

The shame of doing nothing each day as a rag doll parent,
while your children look silently at your selfish laziness in shame. 

Children do EXACTLY as their parents do,
and watch you make Covid excuses for not seeing YOUR Mum or Dad.

While YOUR parents mental health is destroyed through loneliness,
you wait silently for the call they’ve died while sleeping in your bed. 

Remember all you face mask wearers out there,
Adolf Hitler killed no person during his entire reign.

It was the Doctors and Nurses who gladly followed his orders,
killing millions of men, women and children delivered to them by a train.

Face Masks are toxic after 30 seconds to EVERY human on Earth,
there isn’t a person alive who can’t prove otherwise to you.

It’s just the medical professionals who were thought of as intelligent, 
never bothered checking their own mask but now they’ll be able to sue.

   
So when you’ve had enough of restrictions, 

come over to the land of the free.
Join The White Rose and learn about the biggest party in Ireland,

when on 4th of July our Independence Day will drop our masters to their knees! 
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